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1. [African Americana - Dance]
Black Dimensions Dance Theater Inc. - Summer Youth Workshop
Oakland: the Theater, 1974. Pamphlet. 4p. Brochure with cover illustration of an African woman
in loincloth only. Wraps toned along top edges, else very good condition. Schedule and
description of the workshop. Not in OCLC.
The group was formed to perpetuate and encourage the knowledge and appreciation of African
oriented dance. Black Dimensions also perceived dance as an excellent medium for the
expression of historical and cultural information.
The Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area has long been a center of African dance, from its
fledging search for roots in the revolutionary 1960s of the Black Arts Movement-West.
$125

2. [African Americana] - [Black Panther Party]
National Black Work Conference for a Black University
Oakland: Soul Student Advisory Council, 1969. 8.5x11 inch four-panel brochure with a
registration form laid in, small rust stains around the word “Work” on the cover, otherwise very
good. Not in OCLC.
Announcement of a conference sponsored by the Soul Student Advisory Council at Merritt
College, calling for a "Black University for Black Liberation" and planning for discussion of the
details such as curriculum, staffing, etc.
The Soul Student Advisory Council was key to the formation of the Black Panther Party, as Huey
Newton, Bobby Seale, Eldridge Cleaver, and other early Panthers came to know one another
through their activism. The program states that the conference was to be dedicated to Huey
Newton; the keynote address was to be delivered by Sister Makinya (formerly known as Harriet
Smith, the former student body president at Merritt College).
$200

3. [Ecology - Early Education]
(Bense, Beverly, Holly Mines, Jo Muueller, Susan Nemir, Toby Pohl. Illustrated by Holly
Mines)
First Steps in Ecology; A Guide for the Elementary Grades
Berkeley: Eco-kids Environmental Education Program of The Ecology Center, 1975. 8.5 x 11
inches, paperback. 110p., viii. Pictorial wraps in taped, black binding. Illustrated throughout,
includes graph and diagrams. Slight edgewear, exercises left blank, slight foxing on fore-edges,
in very good condition. An exercise work booklet published by the Ecology Center of Berkeley.
OCLC shows four holdings.
The 1970s experienced a rise in environmental concerns. The authors recognized the critical gap
in school commitment and involvement in this area. This workbook is the first stage of the
Ecology Center’s sponsored three year infiltration process, providing programs on the
elementary level.
$150

4. [Ecology] Eco-Catastrophe!
Ehrlich, Dr. Paul
San Francisco: City Lights, 1969. Pamphlet. 23p., stapled
wraps, touch of rust to staples, small pen mark on front wrap,
else very good condition; Front cover wood engraving by M.C.
Escher.
Article from Ramparts re-issued as a pamphlet, predicting utter
destruction of the oceans by 1979.
Concern for the environment became associated with an
acceptance of and advocacy for science, and that connection is
stronger than ever today with the highly contentious and
politicized eld of climate science. And in the late 60s, one of
the most signi cant names in the conjoined ventures of ecology and environmentalism was
Stanford professor Paul Ehrlich
Ehrlich was gravely concerned with an obviously alarming trend in the human population. In his
ecological studies, he saw time and time again that when a population undergoes exponential
growth, it then experiences a subsequent crash as it has grown beyond what its environment can
support. If these fundamental ecological ideas held true, then humanity was due for cataclysmic
downsizing of the population
While Ehrlich has since admitted his inaccuracies, he still stands by the central messages of his
work despite the backlash he has faced; human expansion and consumption is still unsustainable
and out of control, even if the population itself is relatively stable. However, despite all the
advancements Ehrlich has made in the elds of human ecology and conservation biology, he
frequently faces accusations of “alarmism,” a term that still haunts environmental activists to this
day
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$25

5. [Voodoo - Magic] Lampe, H. U.
Famous Voodoo Rituals & Spells: A Voodoo Handbook: The
Oils, Powders, Potions, Incenses, Herbs, Candles And Other
Paraphernalia Used by Doodooists. How, Why, and When
Used.
Minneapolis: Marlar Publishing Co., 1982. Pamphlet. 72p. Later
edition, revised and in new format, wraps somewhat soiled, else
in good condition. Marlar religious and occult handbook. 3
holdings of this edition in OCLC. None of the first edition.
$30

6. [GAY RIGHTS] NATIONAL GAY BLUE JEAN DAY
APRIL 14, 1978
np: np., 1978. Die-cut blue and white poster featuring a
denim-clad tush, edge at right cut out to follow its contour.
Fine condition.
The April 1978 issue of Body Politic, Apr 78 p. 9,
announces that April 14 will be National Blue Jeans Day
according to the National Gay Task Force in the U.S. The
National Gay Task Force (later renamed The National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force) had a major influence on the gay
politics of the 1970s. Not in OCLC.
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$15

7. [Gay Sex - AIDS]
We Can Protect Ourselves From
AIDS. It's Easy [brochure]
Safe Sex Guide: Always Use a
Condom, Always Clean Shared
Needles with Bleach. Information on
AIDS, Drug & Alcohol Counseling,
Safe Sex Workshops and Support.
San Francisco: San Francisco AIDS
Foundation, 1990. Pamphlet. Six panel
brochure folded to 3.75 x 8.5 inches,
illustrated with b&w photos of African
American men having sex, drawings of
methods of using condoms and bleach,
heavy creasing at top, else good on
glossy stock. We could not find this pamphlet in OCLC or in
trade (March 2022).
$150

8. [Women’s Rights]
We celebrate women's struggles, we celebrate people's victories [poster]
Oakland: Inkworks, 1975. Poster. 20 x 15.75 inch poster, very good. This is the offset version of
a poster originally produced as a screen print. Text at bottom:
"The mountain is only so high... Our capacity is without limit. The stars move; our will is
unshakable! / Inscription on the walls of a cell: Con Son Women's Prison, South Viet Nam
(Liberated April 30 1975)."
Links the Feminist movement with celebration of the reunification of Vietnam after the fall of the
South.
$350

9. [Bull ghting
PLAZA DE TOROS DE SEVILL
Con permiso del Excmo. Sr. Gobernador Civil del la provincia
presidida por la autoridad (Y si el tiempo lo permite
Se Veri cara un
Gran Corrida de Novilla
En la tarde del Domingo 15 de Setiembre de 188
En la que se présentaban par primera vez, después de 25 ano
Los celebres y bravos
Pedadores Portugueses y los incomparables Indio Negros
Rejoneadore
(With permission of the Excmo. Mr. Civil Governor of the
province presided over by the authority, a great bull ght will take
place, the famous and brave punchers and the incomparable Black Indians Rejoneadores
Mr. Don Francisco and Nunez de Prado
The six beautiful young bulls that have been dealt with, for four years (rubbish and closed)
belong to the accredited herd of Mr. Don Francisco and Nunez de Prado before Nunez de Prado
Neighbor of Seville. The steers would be in evidence on the eve of the bull ght in the Dehese de
Tablada so that the fans can see the good condition in which they are fat and well
[They have achieved] much applause in the squares of Lisbon and Porto
Matadors for the rst four steers - the accredited right-handed Juan Jimenez El Ecijano and
Antonio Escobar El Boto from Ecija and Sevilla, respectively, those who will kill [with]
alternating outstanding swords for an unexpected case
Seville, Spain, Imp. de Acuna, 1889
12 x 17" broadside to promote a bull ghting entertainment in Seville, Spain, on September 15,
1889. Printed on very thin paper, splitting along vertical center fold mended. Very small chips
and light stains at edges. One open tear and one closed. In addition to text describing the event
and listing the matadors, Picadores and Pegadores, there are three illustrations with scenes in a
ring and three others of bulls. Good. A rare survival
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$12

10. [Minstrels]
Fourth Annual Minstrel Performance and Reception of the "North Side Harmony Chorus
at Eblings's Casino, 156th Street and St. Anns Avenue. ... May 1st, 1909." "Guilfoyle &
Brill Just Arrived from the South / Better than Ever! / Fun and Laughter for All!!"
"Novelty Performance Ticket 50 Cents / Musice by Ulbrich's Orchestra
6 1/4" x 8.5," broadside on a fragile, newspaper-like sheet. 3 metal-clasp binding on top. Minor
wear to the top edge with two tiny closed tears, else very good
An American theatrical form, popular from the early 19th to the early 20th century, that was
founded on the comic enactment of racial stereotypes. Stereotypes of African Americans and
their culture have evolved within American society and are largely connected to the persistent
racism and discrimination faced by African Americans living in the United States
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$15

